
Second Call 
LARIM 2019: XVI Latin American Regional IAU Meeting 
Antofagasta (Chile), 3-8 November 2019 
 
On May 3rd, the early registration period for LARIM 2019 will close. This is a good time to                  
remind you of the benefits of registering early, as well as highlighting some important news               
since the first call was released: 
 
Early registration 
 

The early registration period spans 2019-03-03 to 2019-05-02 but we’ll accept early            
registration payments up to May 3rd and will be raised the next day. The fees are:  

 
● Students (any level): 70 EUR. 
● Postdoctoral Fellows and Senior Astronomers: 240 EUR. 
● Accompanying Guests: 20 EUR. 

 
The conference dinner is included in the registration fee for the first 300             
participants completing their early registration. Further participants and        
accompanying guests will need to pay 60 EUR to cover partial dinner costs. 
 
Please note that we have updated our means of payment. On the LARIM website              
we have included information to pay by national bank transfer (within Chile),            
international bank transfer or via PayPal using a credit card (no PayPal account is              
necessary). 
 

Applying for benefits 
 

The deadline is also May 3rd! Please apply for benefits using the registration form              
of LARIM (if completing an additional form is required we’ll contact you later about              
that). Due to limited availability of resources we are offering benefits only to             
students (any level) and postdoctoral fellows so the option to apply for aid won’t be               
displayed in the registration form for people in other status. Currently the two             
possible benefits are having the registration fee waived and/or having shared           
accommodation. 

 
Sharing One Sky conference 
 

LARIM will be preceded by two days of "Sharing One Sky III: SDSS, APOGEE, and               
Astronomy Outreach“. This is an E/PO conference focused on astronomy          
education and public outreach for teachers, educators, and scientists worldwide.          
The official first announcement will be released in early May, however this is an              
early announcement for participants of the LARIM to consider this opportunity to            
interact with the local community and build E/PO collaborations. Registration for           
Sharing One Sky will be a separate process (no registration fee). 



Invited reviewers 
 

The following speakers will provide a review talk on their areas of expertise: 
 

● Cristina Chiappini, Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam 
● Gabriela González, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Louisiana State University 
● Laura Pérez, Departamento de Astronomía, Universidad de Chile 
● Omar Benvenuto, Instituto de Astrofísica, Universidad Nacional de La Plata 
● Piero Madau, Dept. Astronomy & Astrophysics, University of California Santa Cruz 
● Giovanni Carraro, Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, Università di Padova 

 
A green An environmentally-conscious conference 
 

Antofagasta is a modern city, next to the driest desert in the world. The beautiful,               
otherworldly landscape, coexists with the majestic Pacific Ocean and the clearest           
skies in the planet. We are doing our bit to help preserve these natural conditions               
and we need your collaboration to do that: 
 

● LARIM 2019 will be as paperless as possible. We encourage you to keep             
information about the conference in a digital device or to use the Welcome             
Desk where you will find publicly displayed key information. 

● We won’t provide disposable water bottles; instead, we’ll offer water          
stations to refill your bottle or cup. 

● Disposable bags are no longer provided in Chile. Plan ahead and bring your             
own fabric bag for your needs or we will suggest where to buy one. 
 

Explore our host region 
 

We invite you to plan to get to know more the Antofagasta Region before or after                
LARIM, as well as during the free afternoon on November 6th. Chile has been              
chosen a number of times a as top international destination for adventure tourism             
(https://bit.ly/2GpdD7e, https://bit.ly/2Gymc0U) and the Atacama Desert has been        
highlighted as one of the “best places to travel worldwide” (https://bit.ly/2VQDSKk)           
having also a rich heritage to explore. Curated touristic offers will be provided later              
in the year both on the website of the conference and on the Welcome Desk. 
 

A final word 
 
LARIM 2019 is being organized by the Chilean Astronomical Society (SOCHIAS)           
which has delegated this responsibility in a Chilean LOC and a Latin American             
SOC. The IAU website contains full LOC and SOC information as well as contact              
details: https://www.iau.org/science/meetings/future/regional/2311/ 
 
The website contains more information and details so we strongly advise potential            
participants to thoroughly check the information in www.sochias.cl/larim2019 
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